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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with multi-user detection techniques in asynchronous multibeam satellite 
communications. The proposed solutions are based on successive interference cancellation architecture 
(SIC) and channel decoding algorithms. The aim of these detection methods is to reduce the effect of co-
channel interference due to co-frequency access, and consequently, improves the capacity of the 
mulitbeam communications systems, by improving frequency reuse. Channel estimation allows the 
determination of interference coefficients, which helps their effects compensation. The developed multi-
user detections techniques are iterative. Therefore, detection quality is improved from a stage to another. 
Moreover, a signals combining method, which is integrated into these detection solutions, enhances their 
capability. The proposed solutions are evaluated through computer simulations, where an asynchronous 
multibeam satellite link is considered over an AWGN channel. The obtained simulation results showed 
the robustness of these multi-user detection techniques.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
With the explosive evolution of information and communications technologies, mobility and 
flexibility of terminals become a necessity for several kinds of services. Wireless systems 
constitute a basic solution to satisfy these needs. In fact, they guarantee wireless and mobile 
communications for users independently of their localities. Thus, wireless communications 
solved some deficiencies of wired solutions. These contributions are mainly due to the 
transmission support; the atmosphere. The last allows data transmission every where; but an 
efficient physical resource sharing between users is necessary. Moreover, wireless transmissions 
are subject of several problems such as fading, noise, interference, multipath etc… These 
natural problems are dealt with robust signal processing techniques at the receivers. 
As an example of wireless systems, satellite stations are good solutions which provide wide 
coverage and different communications services. These systems can guarantee network 
coverage in isolated places, where wired infrastructures and terrestrial wireless stations are 
difficult to install. Satellite systems offer also some specific services such as broadcasting, 
localisation, tracking etc. 
Wireless channel is a common transmission support, which is shared between several 
simultaneous communications. Thus, efficient access and use of this communication mean is of 
great importance. Frequency is the main characteristic of wireless channels. Then, optimal 
division and reuse of this physical resource is needed to design high capacity communications 
systems. For wireless terrestrial networks, adjacent transceiver stations use different 
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frequencies.  In satellite systems, multibeam technology is a good solution for frequency reuse. 
This method forms at the satellite receiver a throng of narrow beams instead of a single wide 
beam. Each beam is defined by it carrier frequency. Thus, these different beams cover terrestrial 
zones with a co-frequency reuse for no adjacent cells. As a result, the capacity of the satellite 
system increases at the cost of co-channel interferences (CCI) and multiple access interference 
(MAI). The problems, which are due to these interferences and the noise, will be dealt by the 
receiver.  
In this paper, we have developed some multi-user detection techniques for asynchronous 
multibeam systems. The aim of these solutions is to deal with co-channel interference, and 
provide an efficient frequency reuse. The proposed solutions are based on channel decoding, 
channel estimation, and interference cancellation, which operate in iterative processes. Due to 
asynchronous access of users to the system, propagation delay estimation task is needed as a 
first processed operation by the receiver.  The developed techniques take advantage from the 
spatial diversity due to satellite antenna array. Thus, a signals combining solution, integrated in 
the multi-user detection methods, allows signal to noise ratio (SNR) improvement which leads 
to better detection quality.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. In section 
3, the signal model for transmission and at the input of multi-user detection techniques is 
detailed.  Section 4 shows the architecture of the system with its different functional blocks, and 
it expresses mathematically each block’s operation. In section 5, simulations results are 
presented with some interpretations. At last, section 6 gives some conclusions from this work 
and presents propositions which can be subjects for the future works. 
2. RELATED WORK 
In this section, we present an overview of some related solutions. In fact, multi-user detection 
and channel estimation are research fields of big importance, especially for wireless 
communications. Thus, in the last three decades, many authors and several works are 
concentrated on detection and channel estimation techniques.  Some of them, dealt with joint 
detection and channel estimation problems [1], [2], [3]. In fact, detection techniques need 
channel effects compensation in order to can combat noise and multiple access interference. In 
[4] and [5], some channel estimation techniques and propagation delay estimation methods are 
presented and evaluated. Some wireless channel models are discussed and evaluated in [6]. In 
[7], a channel estimation solution for mulibeam communication is developed. In [8], a channel 
estimation technique combined with a multi-user detection method is developed and evaluated. 
Evaluation of detection techniques can be done by bit error rate (BER) computation, and by 
their implementation complexity, as their processor time consummation. In his book [9], Verdu 
developed, analyzed and evaluated some multi-user detection techniques. Thus, based on their 
mathematical formulations, detection solutions can be classified into some categories. The 
conventional detection or the matched filtering detector suffers from co-channel interference 
and is very sensitive to near-far problem [9], [10]. The maximum likelihood (ML) detection 
technique, which is known as the optimal detector, is developed to solve optimally the weakness 
of the conventional detection [11]. This ML based detector has optimal performance in the 
presence of MAI and near-far problem at the cost of computational complexity, which does not 
promote its practical implementation particularly for real-time applications. The linear multi-
user detectors, which are the decorrelating technique and the minimum mean-squared error 
(MMSE) detector, deal with MAI robustly, and they are near-far resistant [9], [10], [12], [13]. 
However, their major weaknesses are noise enhancement and inversion of big dimension 
matrices, especially in the case of asynchronous communications. Iterative interference 
cancellation detection techniques are robust solutions which subtract CCI and improve the BER 
iteratively [14], [15], [16], [17]. With these detection techniques, signals are cleaned of MAI 
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successively or in a parallel processing. Thereafter, they can be classified in two main 
architectures; the successive interference cancellation (SIC) methods and the parallel 
interference cancellation (PIC) ones. Coded multi-user detections showed high performance. 
That’s why; they occupy a big amount of the works which deal with detection problems. In fact, 
this kind of detection solutions, in addition to its interference cancellation, relies on channel 
decoders to combat noise and interference. These multi-user detection techniques give 
acceptable BERs even with low SNRs. Some detection techniques incorporating channel 
decoding are presented in [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. Other detection solutions developed for 
multibeam communications, which are detailed and evaluated, can be found in [23], [24]. 
3. SIGNAL MODEL 
We consider the asynchronous uplink of a multibeam satellite system. K active users share a co-
frequency channel and send their signals to satellite antenna array. The K users belong to 
different cells which are covered by co-frequency beams. Users in the same cell adopt a TDMA 
access to physical resources. Thus, co-channel interferences are due to same frequency reuse. 
Mathematically, we represent the kth signal by: 
 
                                                          )()( txeatr kjkk kϕ=                                                 (1)    
                                               
Where, ka and kϕ are the amplitude of the signal and its carrier phase, and )(txk is given by: 
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With, 1..0],[ −= Niixk is a sequence of N QPSK symbols, )(tg is the emitter filter waveform, 
T is the symbol temporal duration and kτ  is the propagation delay of the k
th signal. For 
simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume an ordering on the time delays such that: 
.21 TK <≤≤≤ τττ K  We suppose that the propagation delays are multiple of sNT / ; the 
sampling period. Thus, sN  represents the sampling factor or the number of samples taken by 
symbol during. The sequence of N  symbols, which are convolutional coded and interleaved 
before transmission, is divided into pN  pilot symbols and iN  information symbols.  
This signal, expressed in (2), is received by the L radiating components of the antenna array, 
(see figure 1). Thus, if we generalize for the K users, the signal received by the thl  element of 
the antenna can be expressed by: 
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With, )(lkd  is the l th coefficient of the steering vector kd of the kth received signal, and )(tnl  is 
a Gaussian noise, added to the composite signal received by the l th antenna component. 
To arrange the L signals received by the antenna array sensors, we define the signal vector )(ts  
by: [ ]TL tstststs )(,),(),()( 21 K= . Where, T(.) denotes the transpose operator. Thus, 
generalization of equation (3) for the L components of the antenna gives:    
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Where, kd , as it is mentioned above, is the column vector of length L which contains 
information about the arrival direction of the kth signal [25], and TL tntntn )](,),([)( 1 K=  is the 
additive noise vector at the L radiating elements outputs. We define the direction of arrival 
(DOA) matrix of the K beams by: ],,[ 1 KddD K= , and the vector of received signals: 
T
K trtrtr )](,),([)( 1 K= . Thus, equation (4) can be rewritten as follows: 
 
                                                          )()()( tntDrts +=                                                            (5) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Reception model. 
 
 
At the receiver, beam forming operation maximizes the energy of the useful signal by steering 
the antenna array in the DOA of this beam [25]. Thereafter, to form the kth beam, the treatment 
consists of taking a linear combination of the signals at the antenna elements outputs. The 
obtained signal for the kth beam is given by: 
                                                             
)()( tsvty Tkk =                                                             (6) 
 
With, kv  is a column vector which contains the L coefficients of the k
th
 beam forming. 
Generalization of the expression (6) for the K active users in the system gives: 
 
                                                                 )()( tVsty =                                                                (7) 
 
With, [ ]TK tytytyty )(,),(),()( 21 K=  and [ ]TKvvvV ,,, 21 K= . 
                                                        
Using (5), equation (7) becomes: 
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We define the diagonal matrix of the K signals complex amplitudes by: ( )],,[ 11 KjKj eaeadiagA ϕϕ K= . With (.)diag  denotes the matrix diagonal operator. Using the 
expression of )(tr in (1), equation (8) can be rewritten also: 
 
                                                            )()()( tVntWAxty +=                                                    (9) 
 
Where, TK txtxtx )](,),([)( 1 K=  
By introducing the channel matrix WAH = , and the noise vector )()( tVntz = , equation (9) 
becomes: 
                                                           )()()( tztHxty +=                                                        (10) 
 
The discreet model, which is derived from (10) after optimal sampling, is given by: 
 
                                                            ][][][ iziHxiy +=                                                         (11) 
 
Thus, these samples will be dealt by the multi-user detection technique in order to determine the 
original data sent by user’s terminals. 
 
4. MULTI-USER DETECTION 
The proposed multi-user detection techniques are composed of some functional blocks which 
operate the following jobs: propagation delay estimation, phase estimation, channel decoding, 
channel estimation, interference cancellation and signals combining. These operations are 
executed successively. In each block of the receiver, signals users are also dealt successively. 
Some of these operations are processed iteratively in some stages and the others are dealt only at 
the beginning of algorithms running.  
 
Figure 2.  Receiver architecture.  
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4.1. Delay Estimation 
The first operation to be dealt is the propagation delays estimation. The results of this operation 
are then used by the following receiver blocks. Thus, the performance of the multi-user 
detection is strongly influenced by the delays estimation performances. In each processing 
operation of the receiver, the asynchronous character of the signals is not modified but taken 
into account. The propagation delay estimation technique is based on signals correlation, and it 
uses the pilot symbols. For the kth signal, estimation of its propagation delay can be expressed 
by: 
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Where, Re(.) and Im(.) denote the real part and imaginary part of a complex number 
respectively, and *(.) denotes the conjugate operator of complex number. pN  is the pilot 
symbols number. 
4.2. Phase Estimation 
From figure 3, we note that the receiver contains two phase estimation blocks. In fact, these two 
operations are done differently. The first is an initialisation of the iterative algorithm. It is 
needed to compensate the phase effects before decoding algorithms processing. In the first stage 
of the multi-user detection techniques, an initial phase estimation of the kth signal is given by:  
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Where, kP
~
 is a ps NN ×  length column vector. It is derived from the pilot sequence vector kP  
as follows: [ ]Tpkpkkkk NPNPPPP )(),..,(,),1(),..,1(~ K=  , with, kP  is the vector of kth user 
training sequence which consists of pN  pilot symbols. And, (.)ang  denotes the angle of a 
complex number operator. 
The second phase estimation block, which is included in the iterative part of the algorithms, is 
performed after channel coefficients estimation. This iterative operation can be expressed, for 
the kth signal at the nth stage, as: 
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,
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kk
n
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With, )(
,
ˆ n
kkh  is the (k, k)th channel matrix estimation at the nth iteration. It is explained in section 
4.4. 
4.3. Channel Decoding 
Before channel decoding, the signals phases are compensated with use of phases estimations. 
This operation consists to multiply the symbols samples by the quantities 
)(
ˆ
n
kje
ϕ−
 for the K users 
respectively. We have implemented two different decoding methods for the convolutional 
channel coding. They are the Viterbi algorithm [26], [27], and the BCJR one [28], [29]. The 
second technique needs SNR knowledge. Thus, SNR estimation operation, which is not 
presented in the above receiver architecture, is necessary. This task is explained in the following 
paragraph.   
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4.3.1. SNR estimation 
The SNR estimation is computed in each iteration before BCJR or MAP (Maximum a 
Posteriori) decoding operation. It is based on the BCJR algorithm itself. That solution provides 
an estimation of the signal to noise ratio by minimizing the bit error rate between the pilot 
symbols and the decoded samples which correspond to the transmission of that pilot sequence. 
Thus, SNR estimation can be described by: 
                                          

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                                              (15) 
Other solutions of SNR estimation techniques can be found in [30]. 
4.4. Channel Estimation 
The channel estimation technique allows the determination of CCI coefficients in order to 
compensate their effect in interference cancellation block. These coefficients, which are the 
channel matrix H  elements, are estimated iteratively. In each stage, they are updated, with use 
of estimated and pilot symbols. Channel coefficients estimation of the kth signal at the nth 
iteration can be expressed by the following equation: 
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Where, 
-
)(
,
ˆ n
lkh  is the estimation of interference coefficient of signal l  on signal k at nth iteration, or the 
(k,l)th element estimation of the matrix H at the at the nth iteration. 
- The value 2 in the denominator is to compensate the effect of the square of the QPSK symbols 
modulus on the channel coefficients estimation. 
- )(ˆ )( jx nl is the estimation of the jth symbol of user l  at the nth iteration. 
 
Figure 3.  CCI Channel Model for K=2.  
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4.5. Interference Cancellation 
The successive interference cancellation block ensures the CCI suppression from the K 
beams. Thus, co-frequency signals are dealt successively in each iteration. Symbols of 
interfering signals are extracted from the useful signal with use of the appropriate 
estimated channel coefficients, and taking into account of signals propagation delays. 
Thus, interference cancellation from the jth sample of kth signal at the nth iteration is 
expressed by: 
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4.6. Signals Combining 
The technique of signals combining takes advantage from the spatial diversity due to the 
antenna array. This solution improves the SNR of the useful signal by extracting its 
interfering parts on the other beams, and adds them coherently to this signal. In this 
way, that method leads to better detection quality. Thus, for the jth sample of  kth signal 
at the nth stage of  the multi-user detection techniques, signals combining  operation can 
be expressed by the two following equations: 
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Thereafter, at the nth iteration, for the jth symbol of the kth signal, the decoder computes 
the quantity )(~ )( jy nk . 
 
5. SIMULATIONS RESULTS 
In order to evaluate the performances of the multi-user detection techniques, we have 
considered an asynchronous multibeam satellite reverse link scenario. Channel coding and 
modulation are taken those of the DVB RCS standard [31]. Thus, we have employed the 
convolutional coding of this system to code the transmission data frame. This convolutional 
code is defined by its two generator polynomials, which are represented by their octal form as: 
[171 133]. The modulation is QPSK. Before transmission, data is randomly interleaved. The 
other parameters of simulation, which characterize the applied scenario, are: K=5, Ni=100, 
Np=30 and Ns=4. We have performed the multi-user detection techniques with Monte Carlo 
simulations. In each iteration, N QPSK symbols and K carrier phases are randomly generated. 
The phases are uniformly distributed in ]2,0[ pi . The propagation delays, which belong to the 
temporal interval [,0[ T , are also randomly generated. The signals amplitudes are taken equal, 
with unit powers; 1521 ==== aaa K . We considered that the interferences are uniformly 
distributed between the co-frequency signals. Then, the CCI coefficients are of the same 
modulus. Thus, the CCI channel matrix can be presented by: 
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Where, 25.0=µ .  
 
The following figures show the simulations results. In order to evaluate the performances of the 
multiuser detection techniques, we have plotted in figures 4 and 5 the average BER evolution 
with different values of SNRs. The propagation delays estimation method is evaluated in figure 
6, by computing delay estimation errors vs SNRs. In figure 4, the simulations results of the 
multi-user detection technique with Viterbi channel decoding are presented. The performances 
of this solution are good even with low SNRs. as an iterative algorithm, the detection is 
improved from a stage to another of the SIC multi-user architecture. We have shown, in figure 
5, the simulation results of the detection technique implementing BCRJ channel decoding. 
Compared to the first solution, the obtained results, with MAP decoding, are better. But, when 
we ran algorithms via computer simulations, we noted that the viterbi decoding based technique 
is more than three once faster than the solution implementing BCJR algorithm. Thus, MAP 
decoding introduced, with the significant improvement performances, some complexity of 
processing at the receiver. Moreover, SNR estimation operation, which is performed before 
BCJR, decoding, consumed some processing time. If we look again on simulations results 
shown in figures 4 and 5, it is clear that signals combining technique enhanced the detection 
quality for both solutions. This operation allowed somehow the decreasing of stages number of 
the algorithms by converging rapidly to the desired bit error rates. For example, according to 
figures 4 and 5, stages 2, where signals combining techniques are applied, gave better results 
than stages 3 without signals combining application. In figure 6, we have evaluated the 
propagation delays estimation technique. Average error of delays estimation of the K users is 
presented for different values of the SNRs and CCI powers. The obtained results show the 
robustness of the proposed solution under a highly noisy environment, although some 
degradation of estimation quality, which is due to co-channel interference power increasing. 
Thus, high estimation quality of the propagation delays was of great importance for the other 
detection blocks, since the signals are dealt with asynchronously, without need of their 
synchronization as a prior task. 
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Figure 4.  Performance evaluation of the detection with Viterbi decoding. 
 
Figure 5.  Performance evaluation of the detection with BCJR decoding. 
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Figure 6.  Performance evaluation of the propagation delay estimation. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have developed and evaluated through computer simulations some multi-user 
detection solutions for asynchronous multibeam systems. The proposed techniques are based on 
successive interference cancellation architectures which implement channel decoding and 
estimation methods. We integrated two convolutional decoding algorithms. The Viterbi 
technique and the BCJR one. Both multi-user detection techniques showed good performances 
under noisy and CCI situation. Moreover, the quality of symbols detection is improved from a 
stage to another. The solution, which implements MAP decoding, gave better results compared 
to the detection technique employing Viterbi decoding algorithm. But, it introduced more 
processing complexity in the receiver due to probabilities calculation, in addition to the SNR 
estimation block, which is needed for MAP decoding. Thus, the multi-user solution, which 
integrates Viterbi algorithm, is faster in execution, than the other. As we dealt with 
asynchronous communications, estimation of propagation delays operation was of significant 
importance.  Its good performances helped enormously detection techniques processing. 
Through the simulations results, we can conclude the importance of the signals combining 
technique. This operation allowed SNR improvement of the useful signal, which leads to a 
better quality of detection, and therefore, a possible reduction of the stages number. As a future 
work, it will be interesting to deal with multi-user detection techniques in multibeam 
communications under an asynchronous multipath channel.  
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